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Abstract

This paper describes a research that has been conducted in the field of cognitive as-
sistance to human-machine interaction in virtual environments. The idea is to design
a system which, bearing in mind the actions performed by the operator at present and
the current state of the environment, attempts to determine the global operation that the
user is in the process of executing, and eventually takes control of the same process in
order to complete it automatically. This idea implies the conception of an action recog-
nition mechanism based on a specific knowledge representation model. This mechanism
is implemented in a computer demonstrator, known as theTOASt system, which is also
presented.

1 Introduction

Current virtual reality systems must establish a compromise between efficiency and usabil-
ity: joysticks or trackballs, although they are easy to use, prevent the user from acting in a
natural manner. On the other hand, exoskeletons and force-feedback arms can provide good
immersive feelings, but these however are cumbersome devices. In order to find a solution
to this sort of dilemma, two approaches are possible: the first, rather applicative, approach
would be to improve the quality of human-machine interaction by making interfaces more
user-friendly. The second, rather theoretical, approach would be to assist the person in his
work by diminishing his workload and thereby reducing the quantity of interaction neces-
sary. Our work deals with the idea of assistance and is therefore of relevance to the second
approach mentioned above. We analyze the idea of assisting the human being within a virtual
reality context, and we particularly show the benefit of such a concept of action recognition
as a possible source of intelligent assistance.

Firstly, we give an overview of the functionalities we want to obtain, and we describe the
context in which the system is supposed to be used. In particular, we clearly position our goal
with respect to similar yet different problems such as planification.

Secondly, we present a knowledge representation model used to describe the actions an
operator may undertake. We also establish a set of criteria that allow our action recognition
engine to evaluate the probability of a particular action which it knows, to be the one actually
undertaken by the operator.
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Thanks to the level of genericity of our system, we demonstrate that whereas it was not
originally designed in this end, the system can be extended to such features as action simula-
tion and action execution with error tracking, all of this at a very low cost.

Finally, we describe a computer demonstrator known as theTOASt system, which imple-
ments the proposed action recognition mechanism, in addition to its simulation, execution
and error tracking capabilities.

2 Why Doing Action Recognition?

Considering the state of the art in virtual reality systems (pure virtual reality systems [2, 12],
augmented reality systems [1, 14], computer aided tele-operation systems [6]. . . ), the main
problem we are faced with is the problem of user interaction: a poor interaction can have
critical effects on the operations, and can even cause physical pain [4]). As suggested in
the introduction, a compromise must be established between the complexity of the interfaces
and their usability. In tele-robotics for instance, two philosophies exist to help the operator
interact with a robot: either virtual reality immersive devices are used, which leads to the
field of tele-operation [5], or more intelligence is given to the robot, which leads to the field
of autonomous robotics. This constitutes a kind of paradox because:

• the purpose of immersive systems is to give moretechnicalabilities to the operator, for
instance, being able to control very precisely a remote robot. This, however, doesn’t
belong to the natural capabilities of a human, but rather to a machine.

• the purpose of autonomous robotics is to give moreintelligenceto the robot, for in-
stance, being able to cope with unexpected situations without the intervention of an
operator. This, however, doesn’t belong to the natural capabilities of a machine, but
rather to a human being.

While investigating on the notion of assistance to human-machine interaction in virtual
environments [13], it appeared to us that an intermediate approach would be worth trying:
what could we do to help the operator without giving him extraordinary technical powers,
and without giving the machine extraordinary reasoning skills ? A particular form of action
recognition was then envisioned: consider for example a system in which an operator is
controlling a robotic arm that is able to manipulate remote objects. Consider further that
we intentionallydon’t want a tele-presence system (so we keep simple interaction devices
only, for instance a joystick and a 2D visual feedback), and weintentionallydon’t want an
autonomous system (so the robot must stay mostly under the control of the operator). The
idea is then to design a system which is able to recognize relatively low-level, yet technically
difficult actions (like object grasping), and takes the control of the execution only when there
is no more complex behavioral decisions to make (like obstacle avoidance).

A typical scenario would then be the following: the operator starts moving the robotic
arm in order to grab an object. A joystick is not very well suited to do this, but that does not
matter, since imprecise motion is acceptable. When the robotic arm is close enough to the
object, the assistance system recognizes the action and takes control of the remaining work.
Its execution model is rather simple, but that does not matter since there are no more major
difficulties left.

This particular form of action recognition is exactly the direction we took in our research
(this particular example is actually implemented in a computer demonstrator known as the
TOASt system, an acronym for “Tele-Operation Assistance System”, see the last section),



namely, trying to figure out to what extent useful assistance systems can be designed while
keeping relatively simple models. This also explains why our research doesnot belong to
planification. Planification takes place at a higher level, closer to autonomy [10, 3].

3 Knowledge Representation Model

3.1 Background

From a general point of view, the problem of knowledge representation is a very old one. It
also has been addressed in different disciplines, such as cognitive science, artificial intelli-
gence, robotics etc. Important work started with Norman [7] in cognitive science, followed
by Sacerdoti [9] and Van Lhen & Brown [10] in planification.

Cognitively speaking, actions are traditionally represented as a set of three components:
the actionprerequisites, the actionprogress, and finally the actionresult. The action pre-
requisites is a set of initial conditions that are required in order for the action to start. The
action result is thedeclarativepart of the action: it expresses a state change consecutive to
the execution of the action. On the contrary, the action progress is theproceduralpart of the
action: it proposes a method to reach the goal.

There are two main reasons for splitting the concept of action in an “action result” and
an “action progress”. Firstly, there are goals that can be reached by different methods: for
instance, in order to heat the living room, one could either make a fire in the fireplace, or turn
on the heater. Secondly, a single action can be executed in order to reach different goals: for
instance, one could make a fire in order to heat the living room, but also just to burn down
old newspapers.

Most formalisms proposed to represent actions, in particular Richard’s procedural net-
works [8], use oriented trees. That is also the base of our approach, as we will see in the
sections below.

3.2 Generic Structure: Node Typing

In order to build our model, a small experiment was conducted, consisting roughly to ask
people to perform a certain operation (like taking an object), and then to verbalize what they
had done. The verbalization process was reiterated until a satisfactory level of detail was
reached. It appeared that people described the actions as a sequence of lower level actions.
For instance, “take the object” was described as “Move the arm towards the object, and then
grab it” etc.

In our knowledge representation model, actions are consequently described in the form of
trees. Given one particular tree, the root node represents the particular “top-level” action that
we are considering, and each sub-node in the tree represents a sub-action, that is, a “step” in
the top-level action’s progress.

Please note that there are no semantic distinction between the top-level action and the sub-
actions. Any action can be considered as a top-level one in a particular tree, and conversely
can happen to be a sub-action in another tree. For instance, the action “take this object”
can be considered as the top-level one, or as a sub-action in the action “transport this object
somewhere else”.

We also need some kind of temporal ordering, in order to represent the fact that sub-
actions are sometimes executed in a precise sequence. In the conducted experiment, people
basically described (sub-)actions being performed one after each other, or in parallel. This



Figure 1: An action tree Example
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grab object

suggests two kinds of actions, hence two types of nodes: actions whose development is made
of sub-actions executed one after each other, and actions whose development is composed of
sub-actions that can be executed simultaneously.

In the remaining of this paper, we will speak of an actionmode to describe the way
its sub-actions are traversed. Actions can be of asequentialor parallel mode. In order to
illustrate this structure, we provide on figure1 a graphical representation of the action “take
an object”, as most subjects of our experiment described it. In sequential actions, a “→”
appears between each sub-actions while in parallel ones, the sign “//” is used. The rest of
the figure will be explained later.

The action on figure1 is primarily composed of two sub-actions: the parallel action “move
the arm towards the object” and the sequential action “grab the object”. An additional sub-
level of description is also provided.

3.3 Extended Structure: Branch Typing

The proposed model is satisfactory to represent people’s descriptions of actions, yet it is not
sufficient to be usable in an action recognition engine. There are mainly three deficiencies in
this representation:

• It is possible, at the time of beginning an action, that some of its sub-actions don’t need
to be executed because their goal is already achieved. An action recognition engine
using our model in its current state would blindly try to detect all sub-actions in all
cases.

• A human being is naturally capable of “error recovery”, that is, resuming the execution
of an action from a previous step, if an incident happens. An action recognition engine
using our model in its current state wouldn’t have a way to figure out why and when
something needs to be redone.

• Conversely, a human being knows when some steps in an action aretemporarygoals
that need to be reached only in order to proceed, but are not part of the final result. For
instance, in an object transportation action, the fact that the object is grasped at some
point is only an intermediate result than can (must) be forgotten in the end.

These points demonstrate that we need more information on each action. More precisely,
we need to know exactly under which circumstances a sub-action’s goal needs to be preserved
in order to proceed. Here again, the conducted experiment demonstrated that the sub-actions
goals were used in only two different ways: some sub-goals need to be preserved permanently



(they are actually part of the final goal), while some others need only be preserved until the
parent action terminates.

In the remaining of this paper, we will speak of a branchquality to describe the way
sub-goals are handled in a particular action tree. In such a tree, branches can be of apersis-
tent or auxiliary quality. A persistent branch is a branch whose goal needs to be preserved
permanently, while an auxiliary branch is a branch whose goal needs to be preserved for the
duration of the upper-level action only.

Please note that we are typing thebranches(not the nodes or the actions) of a tree. That is
because theoretically, it is perfectly possible for a single action’s goal to be used in a persistent
way in a higher level action, and in an auxiliary fashion in another. In order to illustrate this
extension of our model, we provided on figure1 some additional graphical clues: persistent
branches are represented in bold, while auxiliary branches appear in thin.

You can see for instance that the branch containing the “move towards object” sub-action
is auxiliary because once the next one, “grab object” is accomplished, it can be forgotten. On
the contrary, the branch containing the “grab object” action is persistent, because if it was to
be invalidated at some point, the upper one would also be invalidated.

3.4 Formalization

Our knowledge representation model has a very precise declarative semantics. It would be too
long to give it here, but it is described at length by Verna [11]. Please note however that this
model is very simple yet powerful, as we will see in the next section. Actions representation
obey a strict syntax which can be described thanks to a four line BNF grammar as shown
below:

A ::= S | P | t
S :: = B [-> B] ... [-> B]
P :: = P [// P] ... [// P]
B :: = Pers(A) | Aux(A)

An action (A) can be sequential (S), parallel (P) or terminal (t ). B denotes a branch,
which can be either persistent (Pers ) or auxiliary (Aux). Terminal actions are those which
end the development of an action tree. They usually depend on the system being used. For
instance, in theTOASt system, the operator controls a virtual robotic arm thanks to a simple
2D joystick. The system provides five terminal actions: move the arm vertically, rotate the
arm around the vertical axe, open and close the plier and rotate the fist (1D). All other actions
are built on top of these.

3.5 Specificities

Compared to other approaches of similar problems, our model features several specificities
that are worth mentioning:

Mutual Reference. The two concepts grounding our model are the concepts of action (or
node) and branch, and each one is actually defined in terms of the other. This makes
our model completely generic: only terminal actions depend on the system being used
and need to be hardwired. For instance, inTOASt, all non-terminal knowledge is written
in a Lisp dialect, interpreted atruntime, and thus can be modified without requiring any
recompilation.



Actions Reusability. Actions, once declared, can be used (as sub-actions) in different trees,
or even several times in the same tree. The action “open the hand” is a typical example
of this, as it appears twice in the top-level action “transport an object somewhere else”
(once in the “grab the object” sub-action described formerly, a second time to release
the object. This contrasts with most other existing cognitive models.

Implicit Goals Representation. While traditional approaches make a distinction between
the action progress and the action goal, our model doesn’t. This is both because wein-
tentionallyrepresent actions in the simplest possible method, and because of the struc-
ture of our model: an action’s goal isimplicitely described as a composition of its
sub-actions’goals, which, in the end, turns into a composition of terminal actions’goals
(the only ones to be hardwired).

4 Action Recognition

4.1 Likeliness Rate

As previously mentioned, our action recognition engine’s main job is to perform a matching
between the actions it knows, and the ones currently undertaken by the user: we need to
evaluate “how close” the known actions are to what is currently being executed by the user.
In this end, we define a measure, that we call the “likeliness rate”. The computation of this
rate for each known action permits to decide whether an action should be recognized, and
which one in that case.

Given the structure of our knowledge representation model, and in particular, given the
fact that all actions are decomposed in trees of sub-actions, it is natural to define the likeliness
rate of an action in the same way: for a given action, its likeliness rate must be defined in
terms of a composition of the likeliness rates of its sub-actions. Therefore, we have to cases
to envision: sequential actions, and parallel actions.

Parallel Actions. In a parallel action, all sub-actions are independent of each other and may
be executed simultaneously. This suggests an additive composition of the likeliness rates: the
likeliness rate of a parallel action should be a function of the sum of the likeliness rates of its
sub-actions. Intuitively, this means that a parallel action is likely in the condition that all its
sub-action also be likely.

Sequential Actions. The case of sequential actions is a little bit more tricky. In a sequential
action’s progress, sub-actions are supposed to be performed one after each other, the begin-
ning of a sub-action being conditioned by the termination of the preceding one. This suggests
a multiplicative composition of the likeliness rates: the likeliness rate of a sequential action
would be a function of the product of the likeliness rates of its sub-actions. However, this
is not completely true: it more correct to say that while a sub-action is being executed, not
only the next one, but actually thewhole remaining sequencecannot start. Therefore, a more
correct definition for the likeliness rate should be a function of the product of the likeliness
rates of thesequencesof sub-actions.

Action Weighting. Before giving a complete definition of the likeliness rate, a final adjust-
ment needs to be done. Consider the representation of the action “take an object” given in
figure2. It is actually semantically equivalent (this can be proven) to have the last terminal



actionClose(OBJECT) directly linked to the top-level one. In that case, the three sub-
actions of the top-level action would clearly be of quite different complexities. Therefore, we
should not consider their likeliness rates at the same level in the computation of the top-level
rate. We thus need to weight the nodes of the tree in order to take each action’s complexity
into account. The weighting we use is actually very simple: a node’s weight is the sum of its
immediate sub-nodes’weights. The complexity of the actions hence increases while we are
moving towards the top-level one.

We now give the precise definition of the likeliness rate of an action. This is exactly
the computation that is being used in theTOASt system. LetA be an action developed in
{A1, A2 . . . AN} sub-actions. LetωA be the weight ofA, that is, the sum of the weightsωi

of all sub-actions ofA. Let furthermoreτi ∈ [0, 1] be the likeliness rate of the sub-actionAi.
WhenA is a parallel action, its likeliness rate is then given by:

τ(A) =

∑N
i=1 ωiτi

ωA

=

∑N
i=1 ωiτi∑N
i=1 ωi

Consider now a sequential action. The likeliness rate of thesequence{Ai, Ai+1 . . . AN}
of sub-actions is given by:

λi = τi.(ωi + λi+1) = τi.(ωi + τi+1.(ωi+1 + . . .))

And finally, the likeliness rate ofA is given by:

τ(A) =
λ1

ωA

=
ω1τ1 + τ1.[ω2τ2 + τ2.(. . . + ωNτN)]∑N

i=1 ωi

4.2 Terminal Actions

As we said before, terminal actions are the only hardwired actions in a given system. Their
likeliness rate computation is consequently also hardwired, and is quite different from the
definitions above. We propose to demonstrate how such rates can be elaborated through an
example action implemented in theTOASt system: theArmPosition() terminal action.
This action (whose execution can be controlled through joystick motion) allows the user to
move the virtual robotic arm in the vertical plan, to a specified 2D position, for instance, the
position of an object in the scene.

Activation Rate Suppose now that the user is moving the arm towards an object present
in the scene. In a first approximation, we are tempted to say that the closer to the object
we are getting, the more likely theArmPosition(object) action is to be undertaken.
However, that is not correct: the arm could for instance come very close to the object (like
passing above), without actually movingtowardsit. In such a case, it would be wrong to
recognize this action.

This example demonstrates that for terminal actions, it is important to take into account
the proximity of the goal, but also the proximity of themethod: a terminal action is “likely”
not only if the goal is not too far away from being reached, but also if the hardwired execution
method for this action is close to what the user is currently doing. What are these “hardwired”
execution methods then ? Since all such methods are for terminal actions only, and since
these actions are relatively low-level, the answer is easy: the simplest ones. For instance, the
ArmPosition(object) hardwired execution method will just consist in giving the arm
a speed vector making it go to the required position in a straight line.



Figure 2: ATOASt Action Example
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Likeliness Rate Continuing the example action above, the likeliness rate of this action
takes into account both the distance to the object (this is the proximity of the goal)and the
angular distance between the current speed vector of the arm and the vector pointing at the
object (this is the proximity of the method).

Weighting. Finally, a last point must be resolved: we need to define the weights of the
terminal actions. Since weights are actually a measure of complexity of the actions, we chose
to define the terminal actions’ weights as the “dimension” of these actions. For instance, in
theTOASt system, the actionArmPosition() operates in a plan, so it has a weight of 2. On
the contrary, the actionArmRotate() operates in one dimension only, so it has a weight of
1.

As an example, the action “take an object” is given again but as it is exactly represented
in theTOASt system, with terminal actions and weighting represented.

4.3 Corollaries

Describing the algorithms used to implement our action recognition engine would be going
in too much detail here. Again, these algorithms are described at length by Verna [11]. Let us
however mention that once this knowledge representation model was settled, and the action
recognition engine implemented, we found out that it was very easy to extend the system to
such features as actionexecution, actionsimulationand evenerror tracking and recovery.

Execution. The algorithms used to recognize actions already take into account all the char-
acteristics of our knowledge representation model: the actions’modes are used in order to
determine which actions should (not) be subject to a recognition process at a particular time,
and the branches’qualities are used to decide at what time exactly a particular action recogni-
tion process should start. The interesting consequence is that these algorithms work exactly
as execution algorithms, apart from the fact that state changes occur on likely / not likely tran-
sitions instead of achieved / not achieved ones. In other words, the real execution algorithms
can be obtained by actuallysimplifyingthe action recognition ones: one has just to turn the
likeliness rates into boolean variables indicating whether an action’s goal is reached or not.

Simulation. In a similar vein, once execution algorithms are obtained, it is very simple to
turn them into simulation ones: instead of actually executing the actions, one just simulates



their behavior on virtual copies of the objects for example. But how is it possible toforesee
the result of such or such action ? That comes from the fact that only terminal actions’results
need to be pre-computed. And in turn, these terminal actions happen to know their execution
method already because we needed them for recognition purpose. For instance, consider
again theArmPosition() terminal action in theTOASt system. We saw that in order to
compute its likeliness rate, we needed to compute the speed vector leading directly to the
object first. It is therefore trivial to use thisalready performedcomputation to execute the
action, or just to simulate it.

Error Tracking / Recovery. Finally, with this very same computation in hand, we are also
able to “predict” the state of the action at the next time step. For instance, knowing the speed
vector of the arm, we can compute its position att + δt. During an action execution, we
can then compare the expected result with the one actually obtained at each time step. If a
discrepancy is observed, then the action probably went wrong and should be started again.

All of this demonstrates that the genericity of our model permits to extend very easily the
action recognition engine to features that were not initially expected. In theTOASt system, the
additional cost of these features is evaluated to less than 10% of the total amount of code.

5 A Sample Scenario

Before concluding this paper, we would like to present a typical scenario that has been imple-
mented in theTOASt system (see figure3), and which demonstrates the main features of our
action recognition engine (apart from the error tracking / recovery facility).

1. In addition to the robotic arm controlled by the operator, two objects are initially present
in the scene: a glass and a symbolic square sticked to the floor.TOASt is not aware that
the symbolic square cannot be grabbed, but that is on purpose. . . The operator has only
a mouse to control the virtual robotic arm: a joystick is simulated on the screen.

2. The operators wonders if the situation is simple enough for the system to succeed in
automatically grabbing the glass. In order to get the answer to this question, (s)he
request a simulation of this action. SinceTOASt doesn’t know that only the glass can be
grabbed, it asks the operator to select the object (s)he is interested in. The two objects
become preselected on the screen.

3. The simulation then goes on (the arm is drawn in wireframe), and the operator discovers
that the automatic execution would fail, because the wireframe arm visibly intersects
with the glass. As a consequence, the operator decides to start the movement manually.

4. The first thing to do is to rotate the arm in order to reach a proper alignment with
the glass. During this operation, which normally would be very imprecise, provided
with only a 2D visual feedback and a mouse for control device,TOASt displays a virtual
translucent plan corresponding to the arm’s vertical plan. This makes it much easier to
reach a satisfactory alignment.

5. The operator then starts to come closer to the glass. At a certain point,TOASt decides
that the action of grabbing the glass is very likely, and asks for a confirmation.

6. The operator answers “yes”, and finally,TOASt performs the end of the action automati-
cally.



Figure 3: A Sample Scenario inTOASt

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a research in the field of intelligent assistance to human-
machine interaction in virtual environments. This research was oriented towards a special
form of action recognition whose purpose was to investigate intermediate and interactive
solutions between fully slaved and fully autonomous environments.

The proposed knowledge representation model is very simple (its formal description takes
only a few lines) and completely generic: only the terminal actions may vary from system to
system. It also has no particular knowledge of the scene, apart from what is strictly relevant
in the current context. That makes the system fast, not resource consuming and very reactive.
Moreover, knowledge acquisition is dynamic: non terminal actions are described in a Lisp
dialect for which an interpreter is embedded in the action recognition engine (written in C
and C++).

Thanks to the level of genericity of our system, we also demonstrated that whereas it was
not originally designed in this end, the system can be extended to such features as action
simulation and action execution with error tracking, all of this at a very low cost. One can
then reach a high level of interactivity, even with very simple peripherals such as joysticks,
provided that interaction is conducted through an intelligent virtual environment. Many in-
dustrial applications can benefit from these ideas, notably in the fields of assistance to handi-
capped persons and computer-aided tele-operation systems.
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